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GENERAL INTRODUCTION 
. Citrus groves in central Florida have reploced lar~ amounts of the native vegetation 
originally available to breeding birds. Information on bird use of citrus groves is needed because 
populations of many songbirds are thought to be OOclining (Robbins et al. 1986, Terborgh 1989) 
as more habitat is lost to domestic and ~ricultural uses. Habitat selection by birds has been 
widely studied (e.g., Hllden 1965, Verner et at 1984 ), and bird use of exotic habitats including 
Caribbean pine plantations (Cruz 1988) and eucalyptus plantations (Cocly 1985) has been 
investigated. Kale and Webber ( 1968) and Webber and Kale ( 1969) counted birds in Florida 
citrus groves, and Nicholson ( 1937) Oxumented the breeding ~tivities of Common Ground-Doves 
( Columbine p8SS8f'ine) in a Florida citrus grove, but ours is the only study which has extensively 
examined avian habitat selection and nest-site selection in citrus groves. 
The objectives of the first section of this thesis were to determine bird species 
composition and abundance in Florida citrus groves and to examine the f~tors that are liKely to 
influence bird selection and use of groves. These f~tors included the vegetation parameters within 
citrus groves that would be influenced by citrus culture prf£tices (e.g., tree height, tree canopy 
diameter) and the proportions of the 00Je habitat types that bordered the citrus groves. Vegetation 
within the groves was believed to be important because It 11 Kely affects opportunities for for~ing 
and nesting. Many studies have investigated the effects of eOJe habitats on bird species diversity 
and have demonstrated that avian use of various 00Je types differ marKedly (e.g. , Morgan and Gates 
1982). Thus, eOJe habitats oojacent to the citrus groves could influence bird species composition 
and abundance within the groves. 
In the second section of this thesis the objectives were to ~ument nesting success and 
char~terize nest-site selection. Nest-site selection is fundamentally important to birds and has 
been subjected to intensive natural selection (COOy 1981). The Questions of most interest were: 
Do breeding birds show preferences in selecting nest sites? What f~tors llKely influence nesting 
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outcome? Dres nest-site selection affect nesting success and. if so. how? By measuring habitat 
variables around each nest, nest-site selection could be evaluated at the levels of the nest vicinity, 
nest tree, and placement of the nest within the tree. 
This study also provioo:1 an opportunity to monitor growth in nestl1ng Common Ground-
Doves. I nformation about the biology of Common Ground-Doves is scarce. Jones ( 1988) 
investIgated habitat use of Common Ground-Doves in Alabama, and Passmore ( 1981 ) studied the 
breeding biology of Common Ground-Doves in South Texas, but no one has OOscribed growth in thlS 
species. The third section of my thesis OOscribes mass and tarsus development in Common Ground-
Dove nest 11 ngs. 
Explanation of Thesis Format 
A general introduction is foJ1owed by the three sections of my thesis. A general summary 
of the three papers is incluOO1 after the third secUon. All references in the (,J3neral tntroouctlon 
are tn the OOjitlonal literature cited. All three papers in my thesis were prepared separately for 
submission to professional journals and will have jOint or multiple authorship. I collected data 
and supervised data collectfon for ~h of the papers, and was the principle author of all three. I 
performed all of the statistical analyses for the papers on bird abundance and nest-site selection 
and nesting outcome. I also was involved in the planning of experimental resigns. E~h paper was 
written in the style recommernB1 by the journal to which it was submttted. 
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SECTION I. BIRD ABUNDANCE IN FLORIDA CITRUS GROVES 
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Bird abundance in Florida citrus groves 
Mary C. Crowe 
Louis B. Best 
From the Department of Animal Ecolcgy. Iowa State 
University. Ames. IA 50011 
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ABSTRACT 
We studied bird species composition and bird abundance in 13 Florida citrus groves. 
Birds were counted 1n the interiors and the perimeters of the citrus groves. Total bird abundances 
in the groves aver~ 2306 birds / count /100 ha with a ran~ of 877-4880. and 30 bird 
species were recorded. The most abundant species were the Northern Cardinal ( CardifJ8/is 
aYdiMlis) , Mourning Dove ( Zenair:iJ mf£roura) , Common Ground-Dove ( Columbifl8 passerifl8), 
Brown Thrasher ( Tox(JStomarufum), Rufous-sided Towhee ( Pipiloerythropht/J8lmlJS), and 
Northern Mockingbird (t1imlJSpolyglott(JS). The Northern Cardinal was recorred in all the 
groves, and the Brown Thrasher and Common Ground-Dove were recorded in all but one grove. 
Birds observed in the citrus groves were breeding birds that nested in the groves, transients that 
temporarily used the groves for foraging, or breeding birds that nested in the adjacent $ 
habitats. The 6 most abundant species nested in the groves. Vegetation parameters in the groves, 
the proportions of the $ habitat types that surroun(8:1 groves, and grove isolation from other 
citrus groves were studied to ootermine if they influenced bird abundance. The abundance of 
Common Ground-Doves was negatively correlated with the trJ8 of citrus groves, suooesting a 
preference for small trees. A negative correlation between the abundance of Northern Cardinals 
and inter-canopy distance (sp~ing between tree canopies) may have reflected the importance of 
concealed nest sites for this species. The abundance of Northern Mockingbirds seemed to be 
related to the presence of resioontialareas adjacent to citrus groves, whereas Mourning Dove 
abundance was correlated with the percent~ of herboceous canal $ habitat borooring the 
groves. Because herboceous canal e013S hoo few or no trees or shrubs, they may have provided the 
open areas that this species prefers. 
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INTRODUCTION 
. Citrus proouction is a large agricultural enterprise in Florida, california, Texas, and 
Central America. Because nearly 400,000 hectares of native vegetation have been converted into 
citrus proouction (U.S Bureau of the Census 1990), groves represent a substantial proportion of 
the habitat available to birds in some areas. Kale and Webber ( 1968) and Webber and Kale 
( 1969) counted birds in Florida citrus groves, but bird use of citrus groves has not been 
extensively studied, nor have the factors lnfiuencing use of citrus groves by breeding birds been 
evaluated. Winter bird use of citrus groves has been ~umented in Belize, Costa Rica, and 
Jamaica (C.S. Robbins, pers. commun.). 
Our objectives were to ( 1) determine bird species composition and bird abundance in 
Florida citrus groves and (2) evaluate the factors that 111<ely lnfiuence bird use of groves. 
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STUDY AREA AND METHODS 
Thirteen citrus groves on Merritt Island in Brevard County, Florida were used as study 
sites. Eight of the groves were part of the Merritt Island National Wildlife Refuge; five were 
privately owned and man~. Study groves were 1.2-18.0 ha and planted to orange or grapefruit 
trees. 
Birds were counted within fixed-width transects from 10 May through 4 June 1988. 
Four counts were conducted during the early morning; and two were completed in the late 
afternoon or ear ly evening. Birds were not countoo on days wlth strong wind or heavy rain. 
Counting was oone within transects positioned around the perimeters of the citrus groves (grove-
ea.Je transects) and within the interiors of the groves (mid-grove transects). Each transect 
consisted of the area between two OOjacent tree rows (25 m). Large groves were subsamp led 
because they could not be completely traversed during the cooler early morning hours when birds 
were most active. When subsampllng, transects were spoced at regular intervals throughout the 
grove (e.g., every 4th tree row) to insure representative sampl1ng. During the count, all birds 
currently in the transect. those that lamEd within the transect, and those observed flying over the 
transect in search of ground-dwelling prey were recor~1. Birds observoo Oying over the 
transect in transit between two locations outsloo the transect area were not recorOOd. Species and 
behavior were recorded for all observations of birds (visual or aural). 
Numbers of individuals of each bird species observed during counts (morning and 
afternoon) were totaled separately for the mid-grove and grove-edge transects in each citrus 
grove. Abundances were calculatoo for the most common bird species and for all species combined 
and expressed as birds observed per count per 10000. 
The vegetation within each citrus grove was characterized by grove~, tree height and 
canopy diameter, inter-canopy distance (spacing between canopy perimeters), relative openness 
below the tree canopy (height above ground of the lowest tree fol1~), and height and coverage of 
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herboceous vegetation. Differences in these variables among the groves resulted from the citrus 
culture practices of orchard resign (spacing and tree number), hedging and pruning, mowing, and 
sorayino. Grove tree heiohts. canopy diameters. inter-canopy distances. and relative openness 
below the tree canopy were average values based on 10 ranoom Iy chosen trees per grove. The 
percent coverage of herboceous veq3tation was visually estimated and the maximum height of 
herbaceous fol iage was measured at 10 ranoom ly selected locations between the tree rows. 
Herbaceous vegetation was measured once in each grove in June. Because percent coverage and 
height of herboceous vegetatlon were oopenoont upon when and If the groves were mowed or treated 
with herbicires, broa1 classes were usOO to catE9)rize these measurements. The oominant 
. herboceous vegetation in the groves were guinea grass (PtJlJiclJm moximlJm), Bermuda grass 
( CyIJa::JJ1J fixtylon) , r~eed (Ambrosio 81'temesiifolio), and common cattail ( TyplJ8lol!folio). 
Study citrus groves were surroun~ by other groves, resioontial areas, or unooveloped 
parts of the wildlife refuge. Groves were characterizOO on the basis of their relative isolation 
from other citrus groves. Isolation from other groves was estimated as none to slight ( <0.5 km), 
mooarate (0.5-2.0 km). or high (>2.0 km). 
The vegetation within ~ habitats adjocent to each grove was classified into cover types 
based upon plant structure and composition. The cover types were herbaceous canal, woc»; canal. 
Australian pine ( C8stJ8rlMClJlJlJifl!l/l8mi8lJ8). shrubland, OOciduous woo:lland. raoosioo. and 
herbaceous. For each study grove, the lengths of the various ~ habitat types borooring the grove 
were diviOOd by the total length of ~ to ootermine the percent~ of each $ habitat type. 
canals and ponds within the groves were consioored internal ~ and were treated as part of the 
total ~ habitat. 
Spearman's rank correlation was usOO to test for correlations between bird abundances 
(mid-grove a~d grove-edge combined) and vegetation variables characterizing the groves, the 
percent coverage of edge habitat types borooring study groves, and the (8,Jree of isolation of groves. 
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In addition, Spearman's rank correlation was used to test for correlations between pairs of 
vegetation variab les. Statistical significance was set at PiO.05 unless otherwise stated. 
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RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
CllaracteristicsofCitrustJroves. -Of the measured vegetation parameters. tree height varied the 
least among the groves. whereas tree canopy diameter varied the most (Table 1). Three groves 
were immediately adjacent to other groves. seven were m~rate1y isolated (0.5-2.0 km) from 
other groves. and the remaining were highly isolated (>2.0 km). Generally. those groves most 
isolated from other citrus groves were not in resioontial areas, but were 5urrounOOd by 
unooveloped parts of the wildlife refu~. 
Canals commonly boroored the citrus groves on Merritt Island and. occordingly, the 
preOOm inate eOJe types were herbaceous canal and wocn; canal. The Australian pine eOJe was a 
canal planted with closely sp~ Australian Pines about 18 m tall. Deciduous woo:lland 00Jes hoo 
closed shrub and tree canopies (> 75~ canopy cover~), whereas shrubland 00Jes hoo oonse 
shrubs but only scattered trees. Raoosioo 00Jes consisted of herboceous v~tation and paved raoos. 
In some cases. citrus groves or resioonces boroored the opposlte 5100 of the rooo adjacent to the 
study grove. The herboceous eOJes were distinguished by oonse herboceous ground cover and few 
or no shrubs and trees. 
8irdtJseofCitrustJroves. - Bird abundances (mid-grove and grove-ed;Je) in the 13 groves 
averaged 2306 ± 1139 (S.D.) birds observed per count per 100 ha and ranged from 877 to 
4880. The most abundant species (listed in oroor of (Rreasing abundance) were the Northern 
Cardinal. Mourning Dove. Common Ground-Dove. Brown Thrasher, Rufous-siOOd Towhee, and 
Northern Mockingbird (Table 2). (Scientific names are given in Table 2.) Twelve of the most 
abundant species in the groves were among the 20 most commonly reported species in Breeding 
Bird Surveys in Florida (Cox 1987). The number of bird species counted In individual stu&{ 
groves ranged from 6 to 18 and averaged 10. The cardinal was observed in all 13 groves. and the 
thrasher and ground-dove were observed in all but one grove (Table 2). A total of 30 bird 
Specles was observed in the 13 study groves. Bird species found in the citrus groves consisted of 
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Table 1. Charocterlstics of the 13 Florida study groves. 
Charocteristics Mean ± SD Ran(J3 
~ (years) 51 ± 20 25-90 
Size (ha) 5.7 ± 5.4 1.2-18.0 
Tree height (m) 4.1 ± 0.5 3.4-5.5 
Tree canopy diameter (m) 6.3 ± 1.2 4.8-8.8 
Inter-canopy distance (m) 2.0 ± 0.6 0.9-3.2 
Openness below canopy (m) 1.2 ± 0.7 0.1-2.4 
HerbC£eOus height class a. 2.6 ± 0.9 1.0-4.0 
Percent herbC£eOus cover class" 3.0 ± 0.8 2.0-4.0 
It 1 = 0-0.30m, 2 = 0.31-0.60m, 3 = 0.61-0.90m, 4 = 0.91-1.2m. 
b 1 = 0-25,2 = 26-50, 3 = 51-75, 4 = 76-100. 
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Tab Ie 2. B lrd abundance (numbers of birds observed/ countll 00 hal and occurrence ln the 
13 Florida citrus groves. LIst only Includes the most common species. a. 
Mid-grove 
Species Scientific Name Mean ± SD Range 
Turkey Vulture Gathartes aura 5.9± 14.6 0.0-44.1 
Northern Bobwhite Col1nus virgin1anus 35.0±86.4 0.0-259.7 
Mourning Dove * ~macroura 268.1 ±373.4 0.0-1363.6 
Common Ground-Dove * Columbjna passerjna 263.1 ±345. 1 0.0-1201.3 
Red-bellied WO<Xlpecker * Melanerpes carolinus 30.9±52.1 0.0-178.6 
Downy Woodpecker * Picoides Dubescens 20.3±49.2 0.0-170.8 
Great Crested Flycatcher Myjarchus crjnitus 4.5± 16.3 0.0-58.8 
BluaJay Cyanocitta crjstata 5.7±14.1 0.0-41.7 
Carolina Wren Thryothorus Iydoyjcjanus 9.1±27.1 0.0-97.4 
Northern Mockingbird * Mjmys polyglottQS 58.6±96.5 0.0-291.7 
Brown Thrasher * Toxostoma c.ufum. 121.2± 142.4 0.0-535.7 
White-eyed Vireo * 'ill.eo griseus IS.7±30.9 0.0-89.3 
American Redstart Setophaga rutjcilla 22.2±26.1 0.0-68.2 
Northern cardinal * cardjnalis cardjnalis 571.0±331.2 187.5-1324.6 
Rufous-sided Towhee * e..t.o1J.Q eCYlbLQPblhglmu~ 72.1± 119.2 0.0-389.6 
Red-winged Blackbird * AooJaills phoenicellS 15.0±S4.0 0.0-194.8 
a. other species that occurred in small numbers ( < 1 00 birds observed/census count/ 1 00 ha): 
Cattle Egret (Casmerodius albus), B lack Vulture (Coragyps atratus), American Kestrel 
( Falco spaverius) I Wild Turkey (Meleagris gallopavo), Yellow-billed Cuckoo (Coccyzus 
americana), Northern Flicker (CoJaptes auratus), Hairy Woodpecker (Picoides villosus), 
American Crow (Corvus brachyrhynchos), Fish Crow (Corvusossifragus), Blackpoll 
Warbler (Dendroica striata), Common Yellowthroat(Geothlypls trlchas), Painted Bunting 
(Passerina ciris), and Brown-headed Cowbird (Molothus ater). 
*=confirmed nesting in citrus groves. 
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Number 
Grove-$ of groves 
Mean ± SD Rang3 occupied 
2.1±7.7 0.0-27.8 3 
1.0±2.5 0.0-7 3 
113.5± 130.9 0.0-446.4 11 
60.8±57.6 0.0- t 71 12 
24.3±34.6 0.0-1 t 6.7 10 
6.0± 14.8 0.0-53.6 5 
4.9± 14.0 0.0-50 2 
2.7±9.9 0.0-35.7 3 
22.4±29.4 0.0-104.2 8 
33.1±66.3 0.0-232.1 6 
16±21.7 0.0-69.4 12 
5.6± 14.7 0.0-50 4 
2.7± 7.9 0.0-28.1 7 
289.2± 172.4 42.1-613.6 13 
31.0t47.4 0.0- 175 9 
6.2± 15.6 0.0-50 2 
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two groups: those that nested 1n the groves and those that did not; both groups used the groves for 
feeding. The six most abundant species all nested in the groves. Specles not nesting in the groves 
lncluded transients (e.g., American Redstart) and species that typically nested in the ~ 
bordenng the groves (e.g., White-eyed Vireo and Carolina Wren). 
The most species and individuals were observed in the citrus groves during morning 
counts. Ten Specles were observed only during morning counts, most notably the American 
RedStart and Cattle Egret. Four other species (Carolina Wren, Rufous-sided Towhee, Downy 
Woodpecker, and Red-bellied Woo:lpecker) were recorded in both morning and afternoon counts, 
but more often in the morning. Wild Turkeys and Black Vultures were the only species observed 
10 afternoon but not in morning counts. In OO:lition, Mourning Dove and Common Ground-Dove 
numbers were greater during afternoon than morning counts. 
Bird abundances in the mi(J1le of the citrus groves were usually greater and more variable 
than those in the grove perimeters (Table 2). The number of bird species observed in individual 
groves ranged from 1 to 15 mid-grove and from 0 to 14 in the perimeter. Twenty-six bird 
species were observed in the interiors of the 13 stucty groves, whereas 27 species were recorded 
10 the grove perimeters. The most abundant species mid-grove also were usually the dominant 
species in the grove perimeters. Exceptions were Red-bellied Woo:lpeckers and Carolina Wrens, 
which were among the most common species in the perimeters, and Brown Thrashers and Northern 
Bobwhites, which were among the dominants mid-grove: 
Relotionships Between BirdAbufKiJnceondtJroveClltJrt£teristics-There were no significant 
relationships between bird abundances and tree canopy diameter. openness below the tree canopy, 
herbaceous v893tation height. or percent coverage of herbaceous v~tation. Bird abundances 
were, however, significantly correlated with grove age, tree height, inter-canopy distance. the 
degree of isolation of the citrus groves, and the percentages of four of the six 00}3 habitat types 
(Table 3). 
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The ~ of citrus groves seemed important to Common Ground-Doves because the youngest 
groves tenOOd to have the greatest numbers of these doves. A nearly significant relationship 
between grove ~ and tree height (Spearman's rho=0.525. P=0.07) may explain this preference 
for younger groves. Jones and Mirarchi ( 1990) found that doves favored sites with smaller 
trees. 
Tree height was correlated with the numbers of crows, vultures, Northern Cardinals, and 
of all birds present in the study groves. Thus, 1t appeared to be an important determinant of bird 
abundance. even though the range of aver~ tree height was small (3.4-5.5 m). Crows were 
common nest predators in the citrus groves (Crowe et al., in press) and may have been responding 
to the abundance of the other species. Dow ( 1969) found that Northern Cardinals select trees that 
provioo maximum foli~ oonsity for nest concealment. Because the shortest trees in the groves 
were either young trees or oloor, dying trees that proviOOd less foliage than mature trees, 
cardinals may have avoiOOd short trees. Dow also reported that cardinals prefer high song 
perches. 
The negative correlation between inter-canopy distance and cardinal abundance also may 
reflect this species preference for well-concealed nest sites. Wa found that cardinals tenOOd to 
choose nest trees with closed canopies (Crowe at at, in press). Erhart and Conner ( 1986) also 
reported that ~uate nesting cover was important for cardinals. 
Brown Thrasher abundance was correlated with the OOgree of isolation of the study groves 
from other citrus groves. This correlation may have reflected an affinity of Brown Thrashers for 
the natural vegetation borooring the isolated study groves. The natural vegetation in the ed;)es was 
an association of mixed hardwtxx1s and pines which incluOOd cabbage palmetto ( SoIJaI f)8lmetto) , 
laurel oak ( 0tJerCt/S ItltIrifolio) , slash pine (Pinuselliottii), groundsel tree (BtXXhoris 
Mlmllolio). longleaf pine (Pinuspolustris), live oak (0uerCt/S virpini8l78) , winged sum~ 
(Rhusevpollino), wax myrtle (/1yriCIJcerifero). coastal plain willow (SolixCIJI'olini8f/8), and 
17 
elderberry (SambIJcIJsC8n8dJnsls). Optimum Brown Thrasher habitat has been OOScribed as 
dense thickets and hedgerows or hardwood draws that have young trees and shrubs with low 
percent canopy cover~ (~ \ 986). Because the mlxed hardwood/pine 8SSOClation consisted of a 
shrub layer of variab Ie canopy cover~ and scattered trees, these $ may have proviOOej 
favorable habitat for Brown Thrashers. Although this is the most likely explanation of the 
correlation between Brown Thrasher abundance and the OOgree of isolation of the groves, it 00es 
not explam why thrashers were not more abundant in the grove-edge than at mid-grove (Table 2) . 
. The abundance of only four species was correlated with edge habltat types. Northern 
Mockingbird abundance was positively correlated with the percentage of roOOside 00Je bordering 
the groves, and groves wlth the most roOOside edge also were those in residential areas. Stewart 
and Robbins ( 1958) and Woolfenden and Rohwer ( 1969) found high densities of mockingbirds in 
suburban residential areas and Woolfenden and Rohwer OOScribed the ideal mockingbird habitat as 
large lawns wlth an abundance of shrubs. The percentage of deciduous woodland edge surrounding a 
grove seemed to negatively influence the abundance of Northern Mockingbirds and Mourning Doves. 
Because deciduous woodland $ hocJ closed shrub and tree canopies, this correlation suooests that 
these species avoid heavily wwild habitats. Woolfenden and Rohwer ( 1969) found that, in 
OO11tion to residential areas, Northern Mockingbirds preferred land only mOO3rately wooded. 
Although Mourning Dove abundance was negatively correlated with the percentage of deciduous 
woo:lland edge, it was positively correlated with the percent6J8 of herb<n!Ous canal edge, an open 
00Je habitat with few or no shrubs and trees. Harris et a1. ( 1963) reported that Mourning Doves 
select nest sites ocJj~nt to open habltats that provide an unobstructed view and night path. The 
herbacoous edge, siml1ar to the herbaceous canal in structure and composition of vegetation, 
appeared to have a negative effect on the abundance of Northern cardinals and carolina Wrens. 
Although these two species are known to favor woody vegetation, their abundance was not 
correlate9 with edJes that hocJ a predominance of trees or shrubs. 
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I n this study, we oo::umented species composition and abundance of birds in Florida citrus 
groves. Citrus groves are highly altered environments, and are subject to perioclic applications of 
herbicides and pesticides, yet these groves make up a sizeable percentage of the breeding habitat 
available to birds in Florida. Several species were found in all or nearly all the groves, including 
the Northern Cardinal, Brown Thrasher, Common Ground-Dove, and Mourning Dove. For species 
whose numbers are decl1ning, such as the Common Ground-Dove (Robbins et a1. 1986). an 
understanding of how habitat variables influence abundance is critical. We attempted to explain 
the Wlde range of bird abundance by ootermining if it was influenced by the vegetational 
dlfferences among the groves resulting from cltrus culture practices. the proportions of the 
. varlOUS ed'Je habitat types that surrounded the groves, or the isolation of the groves from other 
groves. Several significant relationships were found between bird abundance and grove age. tree 
height. mter-canopy distance. the OOgree of isolation of the stu(t.,t groves, and the proportions of 
four of the ~ habitat types. Variables that we did not stu(t.,t. such as fcxx1 availability and nest-
site selection and nesting outcome in the groves (See Crowe et a1. part II) and surrounding~. 
may explain some of the differences in abundance among groves. 
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ABSTRACT 
We studied nesting success and nest-site selection of Common Ground-Doves ( Co/umbif18 
passerifl8), Northern MocKlngbirds (t1imuspo/yg/ottos), Brown Thrashers ( Toxostomo 
rulum) , and Northern Cardinals ( C8rdifl8/is cardifl8/is) in two Florida citrus groves. Predation 
resulted in the loss of more than half of all nests. Fish Crows ( Corvus osslfrtQlls) and yellow rat 
snakes (E/oplJeobso/eta) appeared to be the major predators. Human disturbance in the groves 
1 ikely increased Illpredation by the crows. Nesting success differed between the groves and may 
have resulted from differences in human ~tivit1es, predator populations, or vegetation structure. 
Nesting success of Northern Cardinals and Brown Thrashers was lower than that reported from 
other studies and may have been below the replacement level. Habitat variables were measured 
around ~h nest to char~terize the nest site. Northern Mockingbirds hoo the most open nest sites 
with the largest inter-canopy distances (sp~ing between tree canop1es), whereas Brown 
Thrashers seemed to select areas of the groves with the greatest canopy closure. Northern 
Cardinals tended to select nest trees with full canop1es, perhaps to 1ncrease nest concealment. 
Common Ground-Dove nests were supported by limbs with small angles (cBJrees OOviation from 
horizontal) and the largest diameters. In one of the groves, openness of the nest vicinity was 
greater around failed Northern Cardinal nests than successful nests. evidence that nest 
concealment is important to Northern Cardinals. Successful Common Ground-Dove nests in both 
groves were supported by limbs with smaller angles than were unsuccessful nests. Nearly 
horizontal hmbs may have ~ stability to ground-OOve nests which normally consist of a few 
sticks. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Citrus groves represent a substantial proportion of the breeding habitat available to birds 
in Florida, yet no studies have measured nest-site selection or evaluated nesting success of birds 
In these groves. Kale and Webber ( 1968) and Webber and Kale ( 1969) studied birds in Florida 
citrus groves but on ly reported species composition and density of breeding males. Because the 
populations of many species of birds are thought to be declining (Robbins et al. 1986, Terborgh 
1989), studies that OOcument nesting success and the foctors that may influence it are vital. As 
more habitat is converted to agricultural and other domestic uses, birds may be forced to nest in 
altered habitats for which they may be poorly adapted (e.g., Dow 1969a, Rodenhouse and Best 
1983, Best and Rodenhouse 1984). 
Our objectives were to OOcument nesting success and charocterize nest-site selection in 2 
Florida citrus groves. We attempted to answer the following Questions: What preferences do 
breeding birds show in selecting their nest sites? What foctors influence nesting success? Is 
nesting success affected by nest-site selection and, if so, how? Are citrus groves suitable nesting 
habitat for songbirds? 
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STUDY AREA AND METHODS 
Two citrus groves on Merritt Island In Brevard County, Florida were used as study sites. 
Study grove 1, about 71 ha, was privately owned and man~ and was almost entirely planted with 
orange trees. Study grove 5 was part of the Merritt Island National Wildlife Refuge, was 45 ha, 
and had a mixture of orange and grapefruit trees. The major herboceous vegetation in the citrus 
groves was guinea grass ( Panicum m8Ximum), poorman's pepper ( Lepidium virginicum). day-
flower ( CommelinadlffuS8), Richardia (Ricllardia spp.) , prickly sida (Sidaspinosa), 
Bermudagrass ( CynaiJn t:li£tylon). vaseygrass ( Paspa/lum urvellei). and amaranth (Amarantllus 
spp.). The study took place from mid-March through early June in 1989. Nests were found by 
systematically examining each tree in the groves four times during the study and by observing 
bIrd behavior such as nest building and food carrying. The location of each nest tree was marked 
on a map of the grove and a tree adjacent to the nest tree was flaooed wtth colored tape. 
Nests were monitored on alternate days until they were no longer active. The number and 
condition of the eggs or young were recorred. Inaccessible nests were checked by using a pole-
mounted mirror, climbing the nest tree, or by using a stepl~r 1n the bed of a pickup truck. As 
part of a concurrent study, nestlings were weighed and measured during each visit untl1 there was 
a risk of inducing premature fl~ing. Broods of Northern cardinals ( Cardil78lisC8rdil78lis) and 
Brown Thrashers ( Toxostomarufum) also were ligatured during the nestling period to collect 
food samples (see Johnson et at 1980). To avoid attracting predators to the nest site, the young 
were processed at least 10m. from the nest. 
Apparent nest success was determined for species with a combined total for both groves of 
5 or more nests with known outcomes. A nest was considered successful if at least one nestling 
fleOJed. Nest failures were assumed to be the result of avian or snake predation 1f the nest was 
empty but undam~. Nest losses where the nests were torn apart or dislOOJed or where eggshell 
fragments or nestling remains were present were attributed to mammalian predators. Nests 
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destroyed by falling fruit or mechanical equipment and losses from pesticide toxicity, starvation 
or sickness, and egg breakage were grouped into one catB!J)ry. Nests abanooned due to natural 
causes was another catB!J)ry. Weather did not cause any nest failures, and Brown-headed Cowbird 
(n%tlJrl.lSater) parasitism did not occur. 
Nesting success also was determined by using the number of days of nest exposure 
(Mayfield 1975). This reduced the bias associated with finding nests at different stages in the 
nesting cycle. If the exact date of nest fallure was unknown, it was assumed to have occurred 
midway between the visit when the nest loss was discovered and the previous visit. Because the 
nesting cycles of species breeding in the groves differaj in length and, hence, the number of 
exposure days; nesting success was calculataj separately for each species with an OOequate sample 
size. The computer program MICROMORT (Heisey and Fuller 1985) was us9:1 to calculate 
survival rates for the eoo and nestling stages and for the entire nesting period. Deserted nests 
were excluded from the analyses. 
Chi Square contingency analysis (2x3) was us9:1 to test for differences in nesting 
outcomes between the groves. Nests were classifjed.as successful, failed due to predation, or failed 
due to the following causes: desertion, eoo breakage, starvation, Sickness, injury, or poisoning of 
nestlings, or destruction of the nest by fa11ing fruit or mechanical equipment. Tests were mal3 
for all species combined [Common Ground-Doves ( Columbinaposserina) , Brown Thrashers, 
Northern MOCkingbirds (l1imuspolyglottos), and Northern cardinals] and for each species 
separately, except for the Northern Mockinobird where the samp Ie size was too small to include in 
individual species analysis. Raj-winged Blackbirds were excluOOd from both analyses because 
their nests only were found In Grove 5 in locallzed areas associated with drainage canals. 
After a nest became inactive, we recorOOd variables characterizing the nest vicinity, nest 
substrate, and nest pos1t1on within the substrate. Inter-canopy (between canopy perimeters) and 
inter-tree (between trunks) distances within and between tree rows, and the number of young 
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trees or open spoces where a tree was missing in an area around the nest tree which includes the 8 
nearest trees (a measure of the openness of the nest tree vicinity) were ootermined. In cn:Jition, 
herbaceous ground cover in the nine-tree zone was sampled with 1 m SQuare Quadrats placed 5 m 
from the base of the trunk in the four cardinal directions around the nest tree. (With the 
exception of one section in one grove. citrus trees were planted using a rectangular planting 
scheme resulting in rows that all ran in the same direction). Within each Quadrat. maximum 
herbaceous cover height was measured with a tape and the percent cover~ of herbaceous 
vegetation. bare ground. and plant litter were estimated. Citrus type (orange. grapefruit, or 
hybrid root stock); nest tree height; canopy diameter; and the openness of the nest tree canopy (a 
visual estimate of the percent closure of the entire canopy) were used to oofine the nest tree. 
whereas nest height; relative nest height (the height of the nest divided by the height of the nest 
tree); the number, angles (OOgrees OOviation from horizontal). and diameters of the six largest 
limbs supporting the nest, and percent foliage oonsity of the nest tree estimated visually above and 
below the nest in the area immediately around the nest described the posltion of the nest within the 
substrate. Nest-site measurements also were recorded for nests abanooned before discovery if 
the species could be ioontified. 
Means and variances were calculated for the nest-site variables of Common Ground-
Doves. Brown Thrashers. Northern Mockingbirds, and Northern cardinals. A series of Stuoont's 
t-tests was used to test for differences in nest-site characteristics among species. Differences in 
these variables between the nest sites and the groves in general also were evaluated with the 
Stuoont's t-test. B~use ~tions within the groves were man~ differently. tree age and 
height, canopy diameter, inter-canopy and inter-tree distances, and the amount of herbaceous 
growth varied. Groves were thus blocked by management units. and the vegetation was ranoom ly 
sampled within each unit. For the analyses, 25 samples were ranoomly selected from each plot 
with the number of samples proportionately distributed among the management units. Stuoont's-t 
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tests were used to test for differences in the variables between successful and failed nests of 
Common Ground-Doves; Northern cardinals; and the combined nests of Common Ground-Doves, 
Brown Thrashers, Northern Mockingbirds, and Northern cardinals in Grove 1. (Sample sizes for 
Brown Thrashers and Northern Mockingbirds were too small to run separate t-tests.) Similarly, 
successful and failed nests cif Common Ground-Doves, Brown Thrashers, and Northern Cardinals 
were compared in Grove 5. All significant relationships are presented in the discussion of the 
selectlOn of nest-site variables. After testing for correlations between variables with 
Spearman's rank correlation, we eliminated citrus type, inter-tree distance, and the number of 
limbs supporting the nest from consiooration. Statistical significance was set at P! 0.05 for all 
tests unless otherwise stated. 
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RESUL TS AND DISCUSSION 
Nest il7!J St.Ia:8ss 
A total of 54 nests representing five species was found in Grove 1, while 65 nests of seven 
species were discovered in Grove 5. Of these, the outcome was ootermined for 46 nests in Grove 1 
and 39 nests in Grove 5 (Table 1). The most abundant nests were of Northern cardinals, Brown 
Thrashers, and Common Ground-Doves, which also were the most common species found in the 
Merritt Island citrus groves (Crowe and Best, in press). 
Potential predators in the citrus groves incluOOd the Fish Crow ( Corvvsoss'fr~), 
Amerlcan Crow (c. brtcllyrh,vnc/JOS) , Blue Jay (CyanrxHtoCf'istoto), Scrub Jay (Aphelt:a1lTlo 
caJf'l/lescens) , yellow rat snake (Elopheobsoleto), eastern indi!J) snake (OrymorchonfXJf'ois), 
Everglaoos racer ( CoIl/her (X1IIstrictor pollJdicolo), eastern coachwhip ( t1osticophis fllqJlIl/m 
fllqJlIl/m), American alligator (Alligator mississippiensis), lizards, raccoon ( Prrxyon lotor), 
Virginia opossum (OirJ?lphis virgini8l78), nine-banOOd armadillo (lJ8Sypvs novemcinctvs). 
bobcat (Felisrl/{vs), and feral pig (Svs scrom). Fish Crows were probably responsible for most 
of the predation because they were seen near nests that had recently been oopredated and they were 
observed carrying nestl1ngs out of the groves on several occasions. Although otherwise intact. 
some oopredated nests had their l1nings pulled uP. which also lead us to suspect that crows lifted 
young out of nests. Constrictors also were thought to be a significant source of nest loss because 
many oopredated nests were intact. A yellow rat snake was seen at the base of a nest tree prior to 
our discovery that the nest had been r~ntly oopredated. and a yellow rat snake was found in 
another nest consuming nestlings. 
Avian or snake predation cau~ the loss of about two-thirds of all cardinal, thrasher. and 
mockingbird nests in Grove 1 (Table 1). The remaining nest failure cat8!J)ries only accounted for 
18~ of the nest losses. Of the nests found in Grove 1. only 17~ (8 of 46 nests) were successful. 
A greater percentag3 of the known nests were successful in Grove 5 ( 13 of 39 or 33~). Avian or 
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Tab Ie 1. Nesting outcome (percentage of the total number of nests with known 
outcomes) of Common Ground-Doves, Brown Thrashers, Northern Mockingbirds, 
Red-winged Blackbirds, and Northern Cardinals in Florida citrus groves. 
Successful Avian or snake 
Total nests fledQing Qredation 
SQecies Grove 1 Grove 5 Grove 1 Grove 5 Grove 1 Grove 5 
Common Ground-Dove 11 6 36% 66% 46% 17% 
Brown Thrasher 13 15 0% 27~ 76~ 53~ 
Northern Mock lngblrd 4 2 O~ 50~ 75~ O~ 
Red-winged B lockbird 0 5 0% 0% 0% 80% 
Northern Cardinal 18 I 1 22% 36% 72% 18% 
All Nests Combined 46 39 17% 33% 67% 38% 
a.. I ncludes deaths from pesticide exposure, starvation, sickness, or inj ury, egg 
breakage, physical disturbance of the nest by heavy equipment, and unknown causes. 
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Mammalian Other causes of 
Qred6tion Desertion nest failure CL 
Grove 1 Grove 5 Grove 1 Grove 5 Grove 1 Grove 5 
9~ O~ 9~ O~ O~ 17~ 
8~ 7~ 8~ 13~ 8~ O~ 
O~ 0 25~ O~ O~ 50~ 
O~ 20~ O:f: O:f: O~ O~ 
0% 18~ O~ O~ 6~ 27~ 
4~ 10~ 6~ 5~ 4~ 13~ 
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snake predation also was responsible for most nest failures in Grove 5 (Table 1). but mammalian 
predation. oosertion. and other causes occounted for 28~ of the unsuccessful nesting attempts. 
Red-Winged Blackbirds and Brown Thrashers suffered heavy losses from avian or snake predation. 
Fish Crows were thought to be responsible for four of the five cases of predation on Red-win~ 
Blackbird nests. The crows were seen either at or near the nest sites before we discovered the 
nest failures. Two of the thrasher nests were depredated when the citrus was being picked. 
Because Fish Crows were Sighted more often during or immediately after picking activity. we 
suspect that they caused the thrasher nest losses. 
The frequency of occurrence of successful and unsuccessful nesting outcomes in the two 
groves did not differ significantly for Common Ground-Doves (->:2=2.4. df=2). However. the 
nestmg success of all species combined ('X2=7.6). of Brown Thrashers ('X2=4.1). and of Northern 
Cardinals (->:2= 4.4) differed between the groves. 
Daily nest survival rates were similar for all species in the eoo stage. but varied widely 
in the nestling stage (Table 2). Brown Thrashers in Grove 1 hoo the lowest dally nest survival 
rate for nestlings. Interval survival rates were highest during the 8IJJ stages. except for Common 
Ground-Doves. Ground-rove nestlings had a much smaller chance of being destroyOO than did the 
eoos. Nest survival rates spanning both the eoo and nestling intervals were greatest for Common 
Ground-Doves in both groves. followed by Northern cardinals in Grove 5. Brown Thrashers hoo 
the lowest rate of survival. particular Iy in Grove 1. Survival spanning the entire nesting cycle 
was hioher in Grove 5 than in Grove 1. The nest success of Brown Thrashers and Northern 
cardinals In the citrus groves was lower than that reported from other studies. Nesting success 
rates reported for Brown Thrashers ran~ from 44 to 59~ (Kendeigh 1942. Partin 1977. 
Murphy and Fleischer 1986). In calculating success; Partin only considered nests found during 
nest bullding or eoo laying periods. whereas Murphy and Fleischer corrected for exposure time 
with the Mayfield method. Kendeigh reported apparent nest success. For Northern cardinals. 
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Kinser ( 1973). using only those nests found before eoo laying was complete. calculated success 
rates of 33lf: and 53lf: for eoos and nestlings. respectively. whereas Booth ( 1980) reported a 
Mayfield nest success rate of 51lf:. Information on Common Ground-Dove nesting success is 
scant, but all the young in seven nests located and monitored in a pine plantation survived to 
fledging (Landers and Buckner 1979). 
The high failure rates of Brown Thrasher nests in both groves and of Northern Cardinal 
nests in Grove 1 due to avian predation may have resulted from our nest monitoring activities. 
Both species became vocal when field technicians were near the nest site. Corvids have learned to 
associate human activity and the response of some nesting passerine species with the presence of 
active nests (Gottfried and Thompson 1978. Best. pers. obs.) and may have discovered more nests 
because of our presence. Prior experience with citrus fruit pickers that disturb nesting birds 
also may have conditioned the crows. Salathe ( 1987) found that crows that successfully depredated 
coot (FuliC8atra) nests would increase their searching around the depredated nests. sometimes 
resulting in destruction of all nests in the area. He concluded that disturbance created by 
investigator nest monitoring actlvitles affected crow behavior by revealing nests and providing 
positive reinforcement. When Common Ground-Doves were flushed from the nest. they did not 
vocalize but sometimes gave a broken wing display. Those OO'ies that did not display were probably 
inconspicuous to pr~tors. Those that feigned injury sometimes continued the behavior as far as 
several tree rows wway from the nest which may have lured predators from the nest site. Although 
Common-Ground Dove eoos are white. the dense citrus tree canopies probably shielded exposed 
egJS from view. Because Common Ground-Dove nests were small and often placed on thick 
branches. they were more cryptic than the larger nests of Northern Cardinals and Brown 
Thrashers. These differences may have accounted for the higher nesting success of Common 
Ground-Doves. 
Differences in nesting success between the groves may have resulted from differences in 
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predator populations, human octivities, or vegetation structure. Grove I, where nests suffered 
higher predation rates, was in a resioontial area, whereas Grove 5 was wlthin the Merritt Island 
National Wildlife Refuge where human disturbance may have been less. The vegetation also 
differed substantially between the two groves (Tables 3 &4) and may have influenced nest 
predatlon. 
Citrus culture operations were largely responsible for differences in grove vegetation. 
Tree hedging, topping, and skirt pruning influenced the geometry of the tree canopies and the 
inter-canopy distance, whereas mowing and herbicioo application controlled the amount of 
herboceous cover. Because the citrus groves were man~ differently, tree canopy diameters 
were greater in Grove 5 than in Grove 1 and the relative openness below tree canopies, 
represented by the height above the ground of the lowest tree fOliage, ten~ to be smaller in Grove 
, 
5. Herboceous and litter coverages were greater in Grove 5 than in Grove I, whereas bare ground 
cover~ was greater in Grove 1 (Tables 3 &4). less vegetative cover in Grove 1 may have 
resulted in OOcreased nest concealment. Although some investigators have found no correlation 
between nesting cover and nesting success (Reynolds 1981, Conner et at 1986), Ehrhart and 
Conner ( 1986) reported a correlation between vegetative cover around the nest and nesting 
success, and Martin and Roper ( 1988) found predation to be greater around less well-concealed 
nests. 
In cn1ition to altering herboceous and tree-canopy cover, citrus culture operations may 
have affected breeding birds by creating disturbances which may have increased nest desertion, 
particularly during nest bullding. We suspect this because at least two nests were deserted 1n the 
nest building st~ because of our nest monitoring octivities. Also, pestiCides were routinely 
applied in the groves and had the potential of poisoning adults and nestlings, resulting In OOcreased 
survival and nesting success. 
The low nesting success of the breeding birds in the citrus groves suooests that their 
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reproductive output was below the replacement level. Such sinK populations have been OOcumented 
in other agricultural environments (Wr~ et a1. 1982, Frawley 1989, Bryan 1990). Low 
reproouctive success per breeding attempt m~ be compensated for by the long breeding season in 
Florida. Common Ground-Doves are thought to breed year-round in Florida (B~nard 1909 in 
Howe111932, Landers and Buckner 1979), Northern Mockingbirds and Northern cardinals nest 
from March through August (Bent 1968, Woolfenden and Rohwer 1969), and Brown Thrashers 
nest from March through Ju ly (Bent 1948). 
Selection of the Nest Vicinity 
In Grove I, litter cover~ was significantly greater around the nest trees of all species 
than in the grove in ~neral, whereas the coverage of bare ground was significantly less (Table 3). 
Litter and bare ground coverages around nest vicinities In Grove 5 did not differ significantly from 
the grove overall, but the coverage of herb~us v~tation around Northern MOCKingbird nests 
was significantly greater than from representative samples of the grove (Table 4). A 
nonsignificant trend of greater herb~us coverage around Northern cardinal nest vicinities than 
in the grove in ~neral also was found in Grove 5. When all species were compared, Northern 
Mockingbird nest vicinlties hoo significantly more herb~us v~tation coverage (Table 5). 
Because Common Ground-Doves, Brown Thrashers, Northern MOCKingbirds, and Northern 
cardinals commonly forage on the ground (De Graaf et a1. 1985), the coverages of herb~us 
v~tation. litter. and bare ground may have been important in their selection of a nest vicinity. 
Selection of the nest vicinity also m~ have been infiuenced by grove ecb:ls because $ habitats 
may have been important for~ing areas. Fichter ( 1959) concluOOd that the breeding oonsity of 
Mourning Doves (ZenaitiJ ma:roura) in Idaho apple orchards was not affected as much by nesting 
cover as it was by the OOjacent habitat type. 
Inter-canopy distance was greater around Northern MOCKingbird nest trees in Grove 1 
than in the grove in ~neral (Table 3). In Grove 5, there was a nonsignificant trend of greater 
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mter-canopy distance around Northern Mockingbird nest trees than in the grove overall (Table 
4). When all species were compared. a significant difference was found in inter-canopy distance 
around mock ingblrd nests (Tab Ie 5). The number of young trees or open spoces where a tree was 
missing near the nest tree, another measure of the openness of the nest vicinity, also was highest 
around Northern Mockingbird nest sites in both groves (Tables 3 &4) and was significantly 
different from the nest sites of the other species (Table 5). Woolfenden and Rohwer ( 1969) 
described ideal Northern Mockingbird nesting habitat as areas of "spaced" trees and found that 
nests were usually located in the more sparsely woojed or open sections of their plots. Brown 
Thrasher nest sites in Grove 5 had smaller inter-canopy distances than did a representative 
sample of the grove (Table 4), suggesting that thrashers chose sections of the grove with more 
closed tree canopies. Inter-canopy distances for Brown Thrasher nest sites were similar in both 
groves (Tables 3 &4), and differed significant1y from both mockingbirds and cardinals (Table 5). 
Fischer ( 1980) found that Long-billed Thrasher ( Toxostom%ngirostre) nests often were placed 
in thickets with dense leaf canopies that provided excellent concealment. 
... )e/ertion of the Nest Tree 
Canopy diameter, which was negatively correlated (Spearman's rho=-0.595, P=O, 
df= 1 06) with inter-canopy distance, was lar~t for Brown Thrasher and Common Ground-Dove 
nest trees in both groves (Tables 3 &4). Northern Mockingbird nest trees in Grove 5 had the 
smal lest canopy diameters and these were significant1y different from canopy diameters in the 
orove overall (Table 4). Northern Mockingbird nest tree canopy diameters were significantly 
less than those of all other species (Table 5). 
Nest-tree canopies tended to be less open in Grove 1 than in Grove 5. The openness of the 
nest-traEl canopy was smallest for Northern Cardinals (Tables 3 &4). and was significantly 
different from Brown Thrashers (Table 5). In choosing a nest tree. Northern Cardinals may try 
to maximize nest concealment. In his stuay of Northern Cardinal habitat selection. Dow ( 1969b) 
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stressed the lmportance of ~uate nest cover. 
Nest-tree height in Grove 1 was similar for all species, but it varied more wiooly among 
SpecIes in Grove 5 (Tables 3 &4). Both groves prlmarlly had even-~ trees, but sections of 
young trees in both groves and oloor, dying trees in Grove 1 proviOOd variation in tree height. (In 
Grove 1 , those trees that we measured ranged from 1.4 to 8.7 m tall, whereas in Grove 5. the 
range was 1.2 to 10.3 m.) The shortest nest trees were chosen by mockingbirds in Grove 5, 
whereas the tallest nest trees were selected by Brown Thrashers in this grove. Northern 
Cardinals in both groves selected nest trees of simllar heights, as did COmmon Ground-Doves. 
When all species were compared, only Brown Thrashers' nest tree heights differed significantly 
(Table 5). 
P l.xemen! of !fie Nest 
The angle of limbs supporting the nest was largest for Northern Mockingbirds and 
smallest for COmmon Ground-Doves in both groves (Tables 3 &4), but only the Northern 
Mock ingbird differed significantly when all species were compared (Tab Ie 5). The diameter of 
limbs supporting nests was similar for all species. except for ground-ooves. which had nests 
supported by the largest limbs. As none of the nests that we monitored were dislo1Jed by wind or 
rain, the sturdy limbs of mature citrus trees seemed to provide ~uate nest support for all 
specjes. 
In Grove 1. relative nest height was greatest for the mockingbird and cardinal and least 
for the ground-oove (Table 3), In Grove 5, thrasher nests had the highest relative nest height, 
whereas mockingbird nests had the lowest (Table 4). Because mockingbirds in Grove 5 chose 
short trees (2 were young starts), potential nest height was limited. Woolfenden and Rohwer 
( 1969) calculated a nest height range for Florida mockingbirds of 0.9 -6. 7m, with an averaJ8 of 
2.4 m, whereas Laskey ( 1962) reported a range of 0.5 -6.0 m. The averaJ8 height of 
mockingbird nests in both citrus groves fell within these ranges. When all species were 
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compared, however, only the Common Ground-Dove and Brown Thrasher differed significantly 
from one another (Table 5). 
Factors Inflv8ncing Nesting Outcome 
When successful and unsuccessful nests were compared for eoch species, only 6 of the nest 
site variables seemed to influence nesting success (Table 6). The nest vicinity and the placement of 
the nest in the tree were important, but the nest tree variables did not appear to be. 
In Grove I, openness near the nest tree was greater for failed Northern Cardinal nests than 
for successful ones. Nest concealment is believed to have a lar~ influence on Northern Cardinal 
success (Ehrhart and Conner 1986), and an open nest vicinity may have focilitated Fish Crows' 
observing octivity around the nest site. I n Grove 5, the height of herboceous v~tation in the 
vicinity of Northern cardinal nests was significantly less for successful nests than for 
unsuccessful nests, but we have no evidence to SU!1J3St that this finding is biologically meaningful. 
Successful Common Ground-Dove nests in Grove 5 were ploced in trees with significantly larger 
inter-canopy distances than were unsuccessful nests, but again we 00 not think this is biologically 
meaningful. 
Nest placement appeared to affect only Common Ground-Dove nesting success. Successful 
Common Ground-Dove nests in Grove 5 had supporting 11mbs with significantly smaller angles 
than did unsuccessful nests. Successful Common Ground-Dove nests in Grove 1 also had smaller 
angles than did unsuccessful nests, although this difference was not significant. Because Common 
Ground-Doves build frail nests with shallow depressions (Howell 1932). they may have chosen 
smaller-angled limbs for ~ nest stabH1ty. Mourning Doves preferentially ploce their nests on 
flat, horizontal 11mbs (Harris et a1. 1963. Knight et a1. 1984). Successful Common Ground-Dove 
nests in GrOve 5 also were significantly closer to the ground than unsuccessful ones. 
Citrus groves seemed to be suitable breeding habitat for songbirds and doves. based on the 
number of octlve nests. Birds appeared to be making choices about the openness of the nest 
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Table 6. Nest sUe variables (X ± SD) near successful and failed nests in 
the groves. Significant differences (t-test) are indicated by asterisks 
(P i 0.05). 
Nest site variables 
Nest vicinity 
Openness near nest tree b 
Nest vicinity 
I ntercanopy distance ( cm) 
Herbaceous vegetation height (em) 
Nest placement 
Common Ground-Dove 
Successful Failed 
Grove 1 
1.2 ± 2.5 1.4 ± 2. t 
Grove 5 
267 ± 28 * 141 ± 51 
46 ± 28 51 ± 11 
Limb angle (0) to ± t 7 * 50 ± 17 
Nest height (cm) 180 ± 12 * 260 ± 34 
Relative nest height (%) 40 ± 9 * 57 ± 2 
a. Includes Common Ground-Doves, Brown Thrashers, Northern 
Mockingbirds, and Northern cardinals. 
b Number of young trees or open spaces where trees were missing in an 
area around the nest tree. 
Northern cardinal 
Successful Failed 
Grove 1 
0.5 ± 0.6 * 1.7 ± 0.9 
Grove 5 
287± 181 258.5± 125 
33 ± 10 * 54.5 ± 10 
22 ± 29 
205 ± 106 
40 ± 8 
35 ± 29 
232 ± 96 
49 ± 15 
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All species combined a. 
Successful Failed 
Grove 1 
0.9 ± 1.7 2.0 ± 2.5 
Grove 5 
246 ± 140 186.5 ± 133 
45 ± 21 55 ± 21 
24± 29 
222 ± 110 
46 ± 12 
38 ± 27 
268 ± 81 
55 ± 14 
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vicimty. the diameter and openness of the tree canopy. tree height, limb angle and diameter, and 
nest height. These choices may have been based on nest concealment and nest suppor.t, but did not 
necessarily influence nesting outcome. For example, the selection of nest trees with closed 
canopies did not appear to affect nesting outcome of Brown Thrashers, whereas the choice of 
small-angled limbs may have increased nesting success for Common Ground-Doves. Because 
citrus groves are unnatural environments subjected to periooic human disturbances which may 
have inflated predation levels, the choices of some nest site variables that are adaptive in natural 
habitats may be neutral or maladaptive in citrus groves. 
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INTRODUCTION 
Nestling growth and development. and the selective forces that may influence them. have 
been extensively reviewed (e.g .• Ricklefs 1968.1973; O'Connor 1977; Case 1978). Pigeons and 
doves are unusual among birds in having rapid growth rates and a small clutch size (Ricklefs 
1968). Westmoreland et aJ. ( 1986) proposed that rapid growth in columbids may result from 
the highly nutritious crop milk fed to the young. Interest in this group has lead to growth studies 
in Mourning Doves (Zel7allB ma;-roura) (Hanson and Kossack 1963, Holcomb and Jaeger 1978. 
Westmoreland and Best 1987). Ru~ Ground-Doves ( CO/umbigri//iI78 t8/pa:oti) (Haverschmidt 
1953). W!XX1-Pigeons ( Columb8p8lumbus) (Robertson 1986). Collared Doves ( Streptopeli8 
tJ3caxlo). Feral Pigeons (c. livi8), and Stock Doves ( C. ClJI78S) (Robertson 1986), but not in 
Common Ground-Doves ( Columbi178 p8SS8riI78). Here we report on the growth of the Common 
Ground-Dove and on the parameters that desCribe I~istlc growth curves for its mass and tarsus 
development. 
Hanson and Kossack ( 1963) used wing, tarsus, and total bcxl{ length and feather 
development to create a guire for ~ing nestllng Mourning Doves. However, some investigators 
characterize growth only by measuring mass. Because mass may fluctuate more on a daily basis 
than tarsus development, we felt that it was important to characterize growth by using both mass 
and skeletal growth. Best ( 1977) found that variation in mass of nestling Field Sparrows 
( Spizella pusil18) was greater than the variation in tarsus length and concluOOd that skeletal 
orowth is less affected by external factors. likewise, Westmoreland and Best ( 1987) reported 
that in Mourning Doves. carpometacarpus length hoo smaller cooffictents of vartatlon than did 
nestllng mass. They postulated that differences in the fullness of crops was responsible. 
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STUDY AREA AND METHODS 
Two citrus groves on Merritt Island in Brevard County, Florida were the stuc1{ sites. Nest 
searches were conducted about every two weeks from 20 March until 24 May, 1989. Howell 
( 1932) reported that Common Ground-Doves in Florida nest from February to October, and 
Passmore ( 1981) reported finding Common Ground-Dove nests in south Texas from late March 
through mid-October. Once nests were located, their status was monitored on alternate days. 
After the eggs hatched (no nests in our stutty contained more than the usual two eoos), the claws of 
nestlings were clipped for individual ioontlflcation. During each visit to the nest, nestllngs were 
weighed to the nearest O. I g using a 50-g Pesola scale, and tarsus length was measured to the 
nearest O. I mm with a dial caliper. Nestlings usual1y were measured until there was a risk of 
Inducmg premature fleOJing. According to Go:x1win ( 1983), incubation normally lasts 13-14 
days, and the young flectJe at 1 I days. We also found that the young flectJe at 10 or 11 days, but 
they were sometimes found in or near the nest for one or two days afterwards. 
Growth rates were evaluated using both bOO{ mass and skeletal dimensions. For all 
statistical tests, broo:1s were used as sample units (N= 8 broo:1s) because measurements of 
nestlings within a braoo are not independent. We used a nonlinear least SQuares iterative 
technique to estimate growth parameters (PROC NUN, SAS Institute 1985). A l()Jistic model of 
growth seemed to fit our data better than a natural growth function (negative exponential), based 
on smaller residual mean SQuare error, smaller asymptotic standard errors of parameters, and 
more normally distributed residuals. We fit the l()Jistic eQuation in the form: 
Y=A/{ \ +G*exp[ -K( day)] }, where Y is mass or tarsus length, A is the asymptote of Y ,G is a 
parameter positioning the inflection pOint, and K is the growth rate constant. 
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RESUL TS AND COMMENTS 
The growth pattern of young Common Ground-Doves appears to be sigmoidal (Fig. 1). The 
increase in mass per day (K=0.53±0.08) occurred more rapidly than that of tarsus length 
(K=O.32±0.07). Tarsus growth approoched an asymptote at 18.5± 1.1(S.E.) mm, whereas daily 
mass gam leveled off at 26.8± 1.3 g. The faster growth rate of mass resulted in a shorter time to 
body mass asymptote of about eight days. Nearly 10 days were required for the tarsus length to 
approoch the asymptote. The parameter G, which positioned the inflection point, was 8.67 ±2.5 
for mass gain and 1.79±0.29 for tarsus ~velopment. The growth rate constant and the asymptote 
were hlghly negatively correlated (-0.78 for increase in mass, -0.90 for tarsus growth), as is 
expected when simultaneously fitting these parameters. 
Comparisons of growth rate constants among columbids are 11m 1 ted by the fact that 
equations other than the l~istic have been used to fit the data, and parameters are frequently 
published without estimates of statistical precision. Blockstein (1989) mOO3led growth in 
Mourning Doves with Richards curves, but we did not have enough data to reasonably estimate the 
four parameters required for this equation. Ricklefs ( 1968) obtained a growth rate constant of 
0.22 for Wcro-Pi!JlOn mass, but he used the Gompertz equation. The l~istic equation was used by 
Westmoreland and Best ( 1987), who estimated a carpometacarpus growth rate constant of 0.405 
for the Mourning Dove. Ricklefs ( 1968) also used the I~istic equation and obtained a growth rate 
constant of 0.46 for RucXty Ground-Dove mass. The differences between the other estimates and 
our own are due, at least in part, to the inability of the others' methods to account for the 
correlation among parameter estimates. 
The ratio (R) of the asymptotiC mass at flSfiJing to ooult bexty mass (Rick lefs 1968) has 
been calculated for several columbids and can be used for comparative purposes. Values less than 
1.0 for fleO;}ling-ooult bcxty mass ratios are predicted for ground-foraging birds (Ricklefs 1968), 
and, accordingly, ratios for most columbids range from 0.26 to 0.77 (Robertson 1986), with 
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Figure 1. Mass and tarsus- length growth of Common Ground-Doves in Florida. The dots represent 
measured values; the curves were generated from the best fit non-linear least squares 
logistic equation for these data. 
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many species fled'Jing before attaining 62% of ooult bOOy mass. Adult Common Ground-Doves 
weigh about 42 g (Crowe and Best, unpubl. data)' and we calculated an R value of 0.64 for this 
dove species. Using data from Haverschmldt ( 1953), Robertson ( 1986) determined that the R 
value of Ruckti Ground-Doves was 0.62. Adults of this species weigh only a few grams more than 
the Common Ground-Dove and occupy similar habitats (Haverschmidt 1953). The ratio between 
the asymptotic tarsus length of Common Ground-Dove flOOJlings and ooult tarsus length is 0.90. 
This ratio may reflect the importance of rapid development of the tarsus in a terrestrial species. 
Because many columbids are ground-foragers, future studies of growth should include an analysis 
of tarsus length. 
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GENERAL SUMMARY 
The most abundant species in the 13 citrus groves were the Northern Cardinal ( cardinolis 
cardilJolis) , Mourning Dove ( ZelJo/tiJ mtUouro) , Common Ground-Dove ( Columb/lJo passer/lJo) , 
Brown Thrasher ( Toxostomorufum), Rufous-siOOd Towhee (Pip/loerythrophtholmus), and 
Northern Mockingbird (l1/muspo/yglottos). Total bird abundances in the groves avera'J9d 2306 
birds/ count /100 ha with a ranl)3 of 877-4880. Thirty bird species were recorded. Birds 
observed in the citrus groves were breeding birds that nested in the groves or adjacent $ and 
transients that temporarily used the groves for feeding. A negative correlation between Common 
Ground-Dove abundance and the ~ of citrus groves su~ted that this species prefers small 
trees. Northern Cardinal abundance was negatively correlated with inter-canopy distance 
(spacing between tree canopies) and may have reflected the importance of nest concealment for 
cardinals. The abundance of Northern Mockingbirds appeared to be influencOO by the presence of 
adjocent residential areas, whereas the abundance of Mourning Doves was correlated with the 
proportion of herbaceous canal 00Je habitat bordering the groves. Because herbaceous canal eO'Jes 
typically had few trees and shrubs, they may have proviOOd open areas for this dove. 
Nesting success and nest-site selection of COmmon Ground-Doves, Northern 
Mockingbirds, Brown Thrashers, and Northern Cardinals was creumented in 2 Florida citrus 
groves. Predation resulted in the failure of more than half of all nests, with Fish Crows ( Corvus 
osslfr8I}fJS) and yellow rat snakes ( E/8fJ/1e o/Jso/eto ) the major predators. Human disturbance in 
the groves was thouoht to have increased crow depredation. Differences in nestino success 
between the groves may have resulted from differences 1n human ~tivities, predator populations, . 
or v~tation structure. Nesting success of Northern Cardinals and Brown Thrashers was lower 
than that reported from other studies and may have been below the replacement level. Brown 
Thrashers appeared to choose sectlons of the groves with the most canopy closure, whereas 
Northern Mockingbirds had the most open nest sites with the largest inter-canopy distances 
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(spocing between tree canopies). In general, Northern Cardinals selected nest trees with full 
canopies, perhaps to maximize nest concealment. Common Ground-Dove nests were supported by 
limbs with small angles (OOgrees OOviation from horizontal) and the largest diameters. In one of 
the groves, openness of the nest vicinity was less around successful Northern Cardinal nests than 
fai led nests, evidence of the importance of nest concealment to Northern Cardinals. Successful 
Common Ground-Dove nests were supported by limbs with smaller angles than were unsuccessful 
nests, suooesting that horizontal limbs may have 00i3d stability to ground-OOve nests . 
. Growth rates of Common Ground-Doves were evaluated using broy mass and skeletal 
dimensions, and a nonlinear least SQuares iterative technique was used to estimate growth 
parameters (PROC NUN, SAS Institute 1985). A lO'Jistic mcml of growth seemed to best fit the 
data based on smaller residual mean SQuare error. smaller asymptotiC standard errors of 
parameters, and more normally distributed residuals. The increase in mass per day 
(K=0.53±0.08) occurred more rapidly than that of tarsus length (K=0.32±0.07). The 
parameter G, which positioned the innection point, was 8.67±2.5 for mass gain and 1.79±0.29 
for tarsus OOvelopment. The growth rate constant and the asymptote were highly negatively 
correlated (-0:78 for increase in mass, -0.90 for tarsus growth). We calculated an R value [the 
ratio of the asymptotiC mass at fleO'Jing to adult bOO{ mass (Ricklefs 1968)] of 0.64 for Common 
Ground-Doves. This value fell within the range reported for most columbids (Robertson 1986). 
The ratio between the asymptotiC tarsus length of Common Ground-Dove fleO:JHngs and adult tarsus 
length is 0.90. and may renect the importance of rapid OOvelopment of the tarsus in a terrestrial 
species. 
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